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Abstract 

Metal surfaces sometimes exhibit surprisingly complex properties, such as complicated surface structures, vibrational 
anisotropies, and a strongly enhanced surface anhanrtonicity, which result in drastic changes in properties as a function 
of temperature. Some examples are discussed in detail: the strong temperature dependence of interlayer spacings for 
Ag(111), the complicated herringbone reconstruction of Au(lll), and reversed vibrationalanisotropies and thermal 
contraction on uureconstructed FCC(1lO) surfaces. It is shown that ab initio density functional theory calculations can 
shed useful insight on these puzzling phenomena. 
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1. Introduction 

The scientific investigation of the properties of solid surfaces is motivated both by questions of 
basic scientific interest and by the technological importance of surfaces. In recent years, there 
has been a spurt of activity and new discoveries in the field of surface physics. This is partly 
due to the development of new· experimental techniques such as the scanning tunneling micro
scope (STM), which makes it possible to image individual atoms on a surface, thus providing 
aCcess to a wealth of new experimental data. The increasing interest in surface science has also 
been spurred by the development of nanotechnology; The smaller an object is, the greater is the 
surface-to-volume ratio. Therefore, at nanoscales, swface <properties become increasingly im
portant, and the properties of very small objects are determined almost entirely by their sur
faces. 

Surface properties play it crucial role in<matly processes of technological importance, such 
as crystal growth~ device physics and construction, and catalysis.· Though, hithterto, one has 
frequently been forced to use a trial-and-error approach in determining factors such as growth 
environment or choosing catalysts, one has now approached a stage where theoretical CalCUhl
tions can provide useful input in deciding such issues. 

The present state-of-the-art is to perform ab initio calculations based on density functional 
theory.l This is now a well-established technique, wherein the only input is the atomic numbers 
of the elements. These calculations are essentially exact (except for str()ngly correlated materi
als), offer predictive power, and enable one to study complex systems by separating out the 
various factors and· processes involved. For example, a multi-step chemical reaction can be 
split up into various steps and each step can be well understood. While a possible drawback of 
the. ab initio approach is that cOinputation~ requirements of CPU time and memory can be 

*Text of lecture delivered Mthe Annual Faculty Meeting of the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Re
lIearch 'at Bangalore during November 2000. 
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very high, simpler (and less computer-intensive) theoretical treatments sometime,s give wrong 
results. Moreover, the continually falling costs and increasing power of computers actually 
now make ab initio calculations cheaper, in some cases, than ~~petimel1ts,! 

, : • ~' .: - I", 0''''' 

Though all ab initio calculations have the same theoretical underpinnings, they can differ in 
technical details. The ab initio calculations presented in this paper all use a plane wave basis 
set (to expand the Kohn..::.sham equations2

) and the local density approximation to the ex
change-correlation potential between .electrons. Only degrees of freedom' corresponding to th~ 
valence electrons are retalled, and the interaction between the ion cores and valence electrons 
is described using a pseudopotential.· . . 

For large systems, one can. sidestep heavy computational demands by using a model to de
scribe the physics at larger length scales. However, instead of the model'sl'arameterS being 
determined empirically, they are obtained from microscopic.ab initio calculations. Given be
low are three examples in which this approach is applied to studying interesting and surprising 
phenomena in the physics of metal surfaces. 

Before attempting to investigate a complex phenomenon such as a chemical reaction or 
growth process, one would first like to understand a simple surface of a single crystal. Perhaps 
the simplest surfaces that one can consider are the low-index surfaces of face-cen~red-cubic 
(FCC) metals. The FCC structure is a simple one (with only one atom in the unit cell of the 
bulk lattice) and very cOminonly found in nature; the metals AI, Ca, Ni~ Cu, Sr, Rh, Pd, Ag, Jr, 
Pt, Au and Pb all crystallize'in this structure. Though the bulk structure is simple, the low
index surfaces of these metals display a surprising complexity in their structural and vibnl
tional propem.es. 

Upon cleaving a crystal to create a surface, bonds are,broken .. near the.newly-created sur
face. Due to these missing bonds, atoms near the s.urface are no longer in equilibrium at their 
bulk positions, and there are structural· rearrangements of atoms near the surface. One can think 
of the crystal as being composed of layers of atoms parallel to the surface. lathe simplest case, 
there is no shift in the positions of atoms within a layer; however, there are changes in inter
layer distances. This process is known as relaxation,. The first case I will discuss below is the 
relaxation of the. AgO 11) surface~ and how it chanpes with temperature. There can however 
also be, in, additiol1. rearrangerpents in atomic' positions within layers, leading to reconstruc
tion. The second case Twill discuss is the reconstruction of Au(lU). Changes iq surface struc
ture atso have an impact on the vibrational proPerties of. surface 'atoms. The third case I will 
discuss is this connection between structure and vibnttions for' the surfaces of Ag(110). 
Cu(llO) and Al(llO). ' 

2. Case 1: Thermal relaxation of silver (111) 

A (111) surface is obtained 'when a~ FCC crystal is cut parallel toth~ layers of ~lose-pac;ked 
atopts. The Ag(IU} surface .does not reconstruct, but it, does display a small amount of.ime(~ 
,layer relaxation. At room temperature,thefj.rst interlayerspjicing dl2 ~s contracted byabow 
2.5% relative to dB, the interlayer spacing in the bulk structure. Such a contraction is expected 
for metal surfaces; since surface at.oms have lost some of theiJ;· neighbours, they try to get 
closer to the neighours they have left in the layer below. However. recent experiments3 show·a 
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slltprising reversal in thissitU\ltiObi~hiIh;~;asthecrystal is heated, d12 expands 
~erably faster than dB, s(n'atl.f~5 UJi~~ eXpanded by 1O~ relative to dB; 
nus is a somewhat . contr0Yersiat;e~~ WJHett'moreover Was" contradicted by 
semi~empirical calculations using;~~!*~&u1d'tberef6re like to"iti~ 
vestigate this phenomeno~ byperfprmi:nsab,~~~~;;)1'\" : 

Bolld lengths change with' teti1perature' OecaUs'e of the 'arihdtfimHiatY'M:the interactions' be~ 
tWeen atoms. If interatomic p6tefttials wete perftctly h~ {i.e.; :varied tItrildtaticfilly with 
aisplacements), there would not be anythetttuU ex,pans~.The exper'irttental reswts on 
Ag( i 11) suggest that the surface anharmoriicity; must be considerably enhanced over the bulk 
anharmonicity. One consequence of anharmortiCity is that phonon frequencies change with 
bond lengths. The structure at finite temperatutes is determined by minimizing the free energy, 
which consists of the static (zero temperature) 'el1ergyartd a vibrational free energy that de~ 
pends on temperature and bond lengths. 

In order to investigate the a:ntiarmoni~ity on the Ag(lll) surface, the'key quantity to exam
ine is how the frequencies of surface phonons change upon varying d12• This is done by per~ 
forming 'frozen-phonon' calculations,in which atomsar~diitorted from their equilibrium po
sitions. (simulating a vioratioIl, whlcnp~ay orittaf~r.i<?tbe 'a r~pho~6ileigenmode' of the sys
tem) and total energies and 'force's on atonisare' calculated' for a series 6f frozen snapshots of 
the vibration. The second derivatives of energy (or ftrst derivatives of forces) with respect to 
atomic displacements provide force constants, which provide informati.on about interatomic 
c01}plings. 

, -

First, the modes with surface wave vector k = 0, in which the whole top layer moves as a 
whole, were investigated. Figure 1 shows how the frequency of these modes varies. for the 
cases when the topmost layer vibrates along the x, y and z directions,with the directions ,de
ftned as x = [1 10], Y = [112] and z = [111]. It can be seen that for allthred:ases, the frequency 
decreases strongly with d12• This implies that the surface can signiftcantly reduce its vibrational 
free energy by increasing the value of d12, thus favouring the ihermiJ.n~xpansion'of d!2' One 
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FiG. 1. Ab initio results for the change in frequency of.'. \~"~ ~1l1'isc?1\ !>(.~culated and eX~lIlenta1 val
the k = 0 modes along the x, y and z directions, .for ues for the temperature-dependence of the percentage 
A,&(Ul),upon increa$ing d1zbeyomU ,the ~ro-c9"trJlCti9llle,xp3tlsiQ\\ of .t1te firl;t interlayer spljCing d12 
telllperatuie value of 2,~O A. !'Cilativeto the bulk,liP,8fi!l8 dB, for Ag(l1l), Experimen-

- , ' Oil' values ate from Stafiris 'et al,3' 
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notable feature is that th~ anIlarmQllicitynf thein-P. Yif:mt~$llg;x and y makes a cru
cial co~tion. contrl\Qjctiog the {feq»ently held, belie£'~L~,~ contribution ~omes 
frnmthe aMllI1Ilonicity of vibrations aJpngz (norm~tt9 ,the .surt"aQe). In a .similar way, the 
dependence on dl'~ of vibratioqs at the edges of the sutf~c,eBrilJ,Quin zo~ W~ ~Q st1,ldied. 

A database of ab initio results for surface force constants and how-they vary with dl2 was 
thus set up. This database was then used to parametrize a simple form ot:interatomie P9tential 
U(r), with pairwise radial and tangential terms betweennea,rest-neighbour (NN) .atoms; with 
the potential for surface NN bonds between two atoms in layer 1. or one lU,om in Jayer 1 and 
another in layer 2 differing from that of bulk-like bonds. This potential can then be used to set 
up a dynamical matrix for a slab, which ,can be diagonalized to obtain phonon frequencies ~ 
(where k denotes wave ve<;:tors and ).. is a br~ index). 'Q\e.,Optim.um value'of du at a tem
perature Tis then ob~ned by minimizing the freeenergy,giveaby 

F (d12 , T ) =< ESlat (dl :/; )+ k BT I In{2 Si1lh(' 1Ia>u (d12 ))~, 
u 2kBT ~ 

(1) 

where EstaM12) is the static contribution to the free energy; the second term on the right-hand 
side is Fvib, the vibrational part of the free energy; h the Planck constant, and KB the Boltzmann 
constant. 

Figure 2 shows the result thus obtained for the relative contraction/expansion of dl2 as a 
function of temperature~ it can be seen that the calculation conf1IlllS the experimental observa
tion of a strongly enhanced surface thermal expansion of d12. with the initiaJ contraction at 
lower tempera~sge~ reversedJo an expansion at higher temperatures. This is accompa
nied (and drivenfby anOtabl~ softening of the frequencies of surface phonons, and a concomi
tant increase in the atllPlitudes of vibration of surface atoms. 6 

3. Case 2: ~ecoDStruction of gold (111) 

As for the Ag( 111) surface, atoms on the Au( 111) surface would like to be closer to their 
neighbours. While atoms in the top layer of Ag(11 1) achieve this by relaxing towards the 
lower layers (at low temperatures), atoms on Au(111) instead choose to come closer to their 
neighbours within the topmost layer. This is achieved by alternating between domains in .wpich 
~toms continue the bulk stacking sequence by occupying FCC sites, and domains in which 
atoms instead occupy sites corresponding to hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) stacking. The FCC 
domains are larger in width than the HCP domains, and the two are sepiU:atedbY:T'tfinsition 
regions in which the atoms sit in 'bridge' sites, and are p~edupCil1t of the surface plane. This 
results in a corrugated surface topography that sliows up' as a double-striped pattern in STM 
images. These stripes can be oriented along three equivalen~ directi01l3 on the· (111) surface; 
the surprise is that they are arranged in a superstructure consistin,g. of alternating superdomains 
of two out of the three possible orientations, resulting in a 'herringbone' pattern with an ex
tremely large unit cell periodicity of about 300 A.7. 8 

The actual reconstruction observed results from a balance between two opposing forces: 
sunace atoms would like to be closer together than they are in the bulk structure; this can be 
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theoretically treated by visualizing them as being connected by springs of force constant k 
whose favoured length b is less than a, the nearest-neighbour spacing in the bulk. However, it 
costs energy if surface atoms lose registry with the bulk; the physics of this can be modelled by 
a corrugation potential Veer) due to the substrate, in which the surface atoms sit. These two 
opposing factors (stretched springs between surface atoms and an external corrugation poten
tial) fonn the ingredients of the well-known Frenkel-Kontorova model.' The equilibrium 
structure is then found by minimizing the corresponding Hamiltonian: 

H= L~k(l,-bY+ L,vJJ, (2) 
, J 

where i and j run over all bonds and atoms in the surface layer, respectively; Ii is the length of 
the ith bond and rJ the position of the jth atom. 

The two-dimensional version of this model was first applied to study the double-striped re
construction on Au( III) by Takeuchi et aI., 10 who obtained VJr), k and b from ab initio calcu
lations. They found it indeed favourable for the surface to reconstruct into the double-striped 
pattern, with an optimum periodicity of 20a, which compares welJ with the experimentally 
observed periodicity of 22a. 

To understand why the stripes then arrange into the herringbone, one can apply the theory 
of 'stress domains' ,II , 12 The double-striped reconstructed surface has a very anisotropic sur
face stress, since surface atoms have come closer together along one direction (normal to the 
walls separating FCC and HCP domains) but not along the perpendicular direction. In such a 
case, due to the presence of long-range elastic interactions. it is always favourable to have al
ternating domains in which the anisotropy of the surface stress changes direction. The distance 
between successive walls separating these stress domains is given by 

(3) 

where ad and C1 describe the width and the energy per unit length, respectively, of the domain 
walls, and C2 is a measure of how anisotropic the surface stress is for the double-striped pat
tern. Upon substituting values corresponding to the Au(lll) surface, one finds that 10 lies be
tween 140 and 980 A, which is in accordance with the experimentally reported values which 
range between 125 A and 162 AD 

Figure 3 shows a simulated STM image for the reconstructed Au( Ill) surface, using the 
structure detennined by the Frenkel-Kontorova model in combination with the theory of stress 
domains. This image is in excellent agreement with experimental STM images of the recon
structed surface. 

4. Case 3: Vibrational anisotropies and thermal contraction of FCC(llO) surfaces 

A (110) surface is obtained when an FCC crysal is cut along the diagonal of one of the faces of 
the conventional cubic unit cell. The geometry of the surface is quite different from that of the 
(III) surfaces considered above, and as a result the properties also differ considerably. While 
some (110) surfaces of FCC metals do reconstruct, I will consider the cases of Ag(1I0), 
Cu(1 10) and AI(lIO), none of which reconstruct. However, they do exhibit a pronounced oscil-
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FIG. 3. Simulated STM image of the reconstructed Au(1ll) surface. Atoms are shaded according to the value of the 
corrugation potential at their coordinates. This mimics the surface corrugation measured by an STM. 

latory relaxation of interlayer spacings, with successive interlayer spacings near the surface 
being alternately contracted and expanded. 14 . 

There are two main surprises in the thermal behaviour of these unreconstructed FCC(IIO) 
surfaces. One is the nature of the vibrational anisotropies for surface atoms. IS-I? Atoms in the 
surface layer are found to have larger amplitudes of vibration in the surface plane than normal 
to it, though one would expect the reverse to hold, given the absence of atoms in layers above. 

, Also, one would expect vibrational amplitudes to decay monotonically as one goes from the 
surface to the bulk; however, the amplitude of vibration normal to the surface is larger for at
oms in the second layer than for those in the first layer. The other surprise is the way in which 
the relaxation of interlayer spacings changes with temperature. While some interlayer spacings 
do indeed expand upon heating (as one would expect), the first interlayer spacing d12 for 
AI(llO)IS. 18 and the second interlayer spacing d23 for Ag(1IO)16 instead contract upon heating. 

To understand the vibrational properties of these surfaces, one follows the same approach 
that was used above for Ag(111). Inter- and intralayer force constant tensors are obtained by 

'performirig ab initio frozen phonon calculations. One seemingly counter-intuitive result that 
emerges for all three (110) surfaces considered, upon following this procedure, is that if the 
topmost layer of atoms is moved along the z direction (normal to the surface), the force in
duced upon the third layer of atoms is found to be considerably larger than that on the second 
layer of atoms, and is almost twice as large as the corresponding value for the bulk crystal. 
However, it is notable that this result holds only for the relaxed surface, and not for the bulk- . 
truncated surface (with all interlayer spacings fixed at bulk values).19 

This implies that NN bonds between atoms in layers 1 and 3 (which are present on (110) 
surfaces but not on (111) surfaces) are extremely stiff, which can qualitatively explain the 
anomalous thermal features that are observed experimentally. The stiffness of these bonds sig
nificantly reduces the vibration normal to the surface of atoms in the topmost layer, leading to 
the reversed anisotropies observed experimentally, and also makes it very unfavourable to 
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change the value of d l3 = d[2 + dn Thus, if d'2 expands then there is a tendency for d23 to con
tract, and vice versa. 

Quantitative results for vibrational amplitudes are obtained by following the same proce
dure as was used for Ag(11l), first establishing a large database of ab initio results for inter
and intralayer force constants, and then using this to parametrize a model interatomic potential. 
One important difference for (110) surfaces is the additional presence of the crucial NN bonds 
between layers I and 3. This is then used, as before, to determine phonon frequencies l'i.\r.A and 

eigenvectors ei":, and the mean-squared displacement (MSD) at temperature T of atoms in 

layer i along the direction a is then given by 

(4) 

where the summation runs over all wave-vectors k in the surface Brillouin zone and all phonon 
branches A, h is Planck's constant, M the atomic mass and Ilk.?. the Bose- Einstein distribution 
factor. Table I gives some values of MSDs computed using this formula. It is seen that the ani~ 
sotropies are indeed reversed, in agreement with experiment and earlier molecular dynamics 
simulations using either ab initio (for AI(lIO))20 or embedded atom (for Cu(lIO) and 
Ag(l 10))21 potentials. 

A simple geometric justification can be provided for the large enhancement in the radial 
force constant coupling NN atoms in layers I and 3 (Fig. 4). An atom in layer I of an FCC 
(110) surface has NN bonds to atoms in layers 1,2 and 3. For the bulk-truncated surface, the 
lengths of these I-I, 1-2 and 1-3 NN bonds are equal. When the surface relaxes, the contrac
tion in d 12 results in a shortening of the 1-2 and 1-3 bond lengths; the geometry of the surface 
is such that the 1-3 bond (which is normal to the surface) is shortened by a larger amount than 

Table I 
Selected vatues of mean squa red displacements (in A 2) for atoms in 
the two topmost layers T is the temperatu re in Kelvin 

Material Method T(K) (u,'. ) (u~, ) H.·) H,) 

AlII 10) This work 400 0.027 0.022 0.014 0.032 
AI-MD 400 0.028 0.019 0.013 0.030 
LEED 400 0.032 0.030 
MEIS 330 0.027 O.QiS O.QiS 0.015 

Ag(llO) This work 300 0.021 0.014 0.010 0.026 
EAM 300 0.020 0.013 
MEIS 300 0.048 0.026 0.022 0.026 

CuOIO) This work 300 0.009 0.010 0.007 0.010 
EAM 300 0.019 0.013 0.010 0.014 
HAS 300 0.012 

The values are compared with results from ab initio molecular dynamics 
(AIMD, Marzari et a1. 20

) and embedded atom method (EAM, Yang and 
Rahman21

) simulations, and expenments using MEIS (Busch ,nd 
Gustafsson l6

. 1\ LEED (Goebel and von Blanckenhagen l8
) and helium 

atom scattering (HAS, Zeppenfeld22
). 
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(a) 3 (b) .-a. 
FIO.4. Bond geometry for FCC(110) swface~: interlayer bonds ~volving atottlSin the topmOst layer for (~)tbe bUIk
truncated (unrelaxed) swface and (b) surface with first interlayer spacing d 12 relaxed. Atom I is in the topMOst layer, 
atoms 2a, 2b,2c and 2d are in the second layer, and atom 3 is in the third layer. . . . 

the 1-2 bond (which lies at an angle to the surface) .. Since b~illdstiffnessessc!lle as a high 
power of bond lengths, it is reasonable that, while bo~ 1-2 afiif f .. 3 NN bonds becpme stiffer, 
the much larger effect is for the 1-3 bond. These geometri<;: argiiments are independent of spe
cific features of the electroniC structure and should therefore also apply in general to other un-
reconstructed (110) faces of FCC metals. . 

5. Conclusions 

It is seen that even supposedly 'simple' surlaces---of elemental metals with· simple bulk struc
tures-exhibitcompiex structural and thermal behaviour. Many of these phenomena are the 
outcome of a delicate balance between different terms in the energy, which can be reliably 
determined by db initifl. calculatiods. Temperature is found to play an important roie. These 
results will have important implications in growing overlayets on surfaces of these· metals and 
in their use as catalysts. 
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